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-F irst ^I'mti^tion' ."Baiiquct
Miss Wakefield -Takes "Ha rriett's Familiar
Quotations'* As Source Material
Thomas X. Brenner Gives
Undergraduate Address
The first initiation and banquet of
the Alpha chapter 'of Phi. Beena Krabba was held Friday, April 29 , at six
o'clock in the Elmwood Tavern. Thirteen- students were initiated, two of
whom were made honorary members.
The speaker of the evening was "Catherine Frazee Wakefield,' Colby, '34,
who chose as her subject , "The
Kneaded Scholar." Although Miss
Wakefield was made a member of Phi
Beta Kappa while in college the Phi
Beena Krabba committee decided that
she was well qualified to speak , since
within a week of receiving, her keyshe lost it. Therefore, she has necessarily proved a frozen asset to that
earlier group.
Miss Wakefield took as her source
material Bartle-'s Familiar Quotations, her introductory quote being—
"Life is the art of skating gracefully
over polished surfaces," by R. W.
Emerson, p. 1037. She followed this
with G. B. Shaw's comment, "In
learning to skate one!must always be
ridiculous." In reminiscing, . Miss
Wakefield announced that all she retained of her college existence rwa_
four years of mental sunburn from
exposure to new light on the life of
Thomas Hardy. As a result, her college life has not succeeded in making
her adult, but rather, addled.
The speaker went on to say that in
these days, scholarship is getting
highly specialized with research into
(Continued on page 6)
" "

First Varsity Show .
Plans Announced
The Colby open- house plans are
now taking greater form. Colby On
Parade is expected- to attract many
from this part of Maine as its displays
Colby activities for the public surveillance. The Radio Staff have just
announced plans yesterday for a
grand Colby Varsity Show to "be given
in the Alumnae Building on May
14th. ' All of the greats in the Colby
entertainment world are being asked
to appear on this show. It is to be
broadcast before a "studio" audience
of students, high school students who
are guests for the open house, and
the public which is invited to attend.
It is hoped that the Colby Glee
Clubs, the Colby Ensemble, Tom
Brenner, "Donald Duck" Lagasse,
Phil Colman the Newscasters, the
Colby Co-ed, and other features of
the Colby at the Microphone program
will be able to appear. The program
will open with- a trumpet fanfare that,
will 'call all ' listeners to Colby's first
Varsity : Show. A ten minute drama
will be presented giving the best Colby>actors and . actresses a chance to
work :bef^
well as the audience iri the Alumnae
Building, which is hoped will be capacity.
The program is under the general
direction of Ellis Mot., who has beertaking over the duties of Wilson
Piper, while the latter has been on
tour ; and is in charge 'of extra-feat( Continued on page 3)

Colby, Pelaters fietira
With -Honors • Pflofh Topeka
Shuman Places Third In Orator y; Team Wins
Two Out Of Five Debates
Pi per In troduces Bill To Put Classical Gob To
Potatoes Under Agri cultural
Adjustment Act Of 1938

Five Colby debaters .returned to
the college last week after a 8BOO
mile trip to attend tho convention of
Pi Kappa Delta, national debating society, held in Topeka, Kansas. The
men who made the trip were Nathanael Guptill, Wilson Pipe*', J.
Marble Thayer, Jr., Kenneth Bickfor d
and Edwin Shuman. Tho two week
trip took the debaters through four¦
teen states.
•
"^ ;
:. Pi Kappa Delta is the largest; collegiate debate society in the:country.
850 of its members from all parts of
the United States wore present at the
five da y, convention jn. ,'Top-ka, including a delegation from tho only
other Now England chapter in Connecticut. Tho speeches wore hold at
tho To peka High School, a $2 ,000 ,000
structure described m tho: finest high
school in the countr y.. The National
Student' Congress held its sessions in
tho chambers >o_ the Kansas state capital. Tho convention .was welcomed
by tho Governor of Kansas, and President Roosovolt. sent a short message
of greeting. At tlio closing banquet
held in tho Topeka High School Cafo(Continuod on page 8)

Present Greek Play

"The Trojan Women" To
Be Dramatized At Last
Meeting
, ,
A meeting of the Classical Club
was held in tho Alumnae Building. A
business mooting was. held first , at
which plans were completed for presentation >of a Greek Play, "The Troja n: Women" by Euripides. Tho play
is to 1 bo presente d i n mo d ern dress at
the last meeting of tho club to be hold
at thb Wishing Well, following a banquet. Plans were also made for '; the
participation of the club in an Open
Houso to ba given by the college in

May.

''

'.

:'A '

Mildred Colwoll was the speaker , of
tho evening. Her subject was "Between Scylla and Charybodis,; ' by
Galia A. Giiyles of the University of
Wisconsin. It was a review of an a_>
ticlo , from the Classical Journal concerning a new. method of teaching
Latin in secondary schools.
Election of officers' was hold. Tho
now officers for tho¦ ; following year
¦ ;¦ , ' ;¦ : .
'¦ '
aro :. .
.. y .' ' . '"
(Continued on pago 8)

Breckenridge Warns •
Against Propaganda
SaysThat Success Oi Present
Democracy Depends Upon
Well-informed Public
Monday morning Prof essor-Waiter
Breckenridgewas the guest speaker at
women's chapel' and he spoke on the
subject of "Propaganda. " He said that
the success of our present democracy
depends upon an intelligently informed public. He further stated that it
was the duty of the college educated
peopl e to overcome the "obstacle,
propaganda , which is a threat to " our
democracy. The danger from it is
powerful because it is such a universal problem and we encounter it
in the papers, movies, politics, and
various other groups.
Professor Breckenridge said that
the educated should separate the valid
statements from the invalid through
a healthy skepticism and clear analysis, as we are too apt to be influenced
by our environments. Thus we either
(Continued on page 6)

Lougee Explains
Peculiarities Of
Tree Of 227 Years
Professor Lougee announces that
the Geology department has now a
cross section of a giant spruce which
was obtained from¦ a primeval forest.
'TRis ^secti-jn ^is * ©? '"pai^tie^ar^ .nt.rSst
since by a close examination of it,
Professor Lougee hopes to discover
the climatic . fluctuations during the
life of this tree, and also hopes to
(Continued on page 3)
NOTICE
By -vote of the student committee
on assembly, the Freshman Class is
excused from attendance at the Men 's
Assembly on Friday, May G. This
is done in order to make room for our
schoolboy visitors in the Montgomery
Speaking Contest.
* E. C. Marriner, Dean.

lean Warren ' Speaks At . :
Phi Beta - Kappa Banquet
Dean Of Boston Universit y Outlines Four
Characteristics Of A Scholar

Prize Debate To
Society Interested In ScholBe Held Ma y 12 arl y Attit ude When Electin g
Nine Contestants To Discuss
Four Different
Propositions
The annual Murray Prize Debate
is to- be held on Thursday evening,
May 12,. in .the: College chapel. • The
contest this year will follow an entirely new form. Nine students -will
take part, and four different propositions will be discussed.
The speakers and the wording . of
the propositions follow :
.
Resolved, that except in case of attack upon the United States of . its
possessions, the power of Congress to
declare war shall be subject to a national referendum. Affirmative argument, J. Marble . Thayer, '38; Negative argument,
¦¦' - ' Walter W. Webber,
'41. ,
Resolved!' that ' the . Naval Appropriation Bill should be commended by
the American people. Affirmative- argument, Fletcher Eaton, '39; negative
argument, Kenneth "R. Bickford, '38.
Resolved, that a ,law .fixing .maximum hours arid' minimum wages for
industry-should^be ~ enaC-M^by/GonS
gress. Affirmative argument,;' James
J. Williams, '39; negative argument,
Wilson C. Piper, '39.
Resolved,., that a ' system of socialized medicine, making available to all
complete medical service at public expense, should be adopted. Affirmative argument, Nathariael M. Guptill,
'39, Philip J. Seavey, '40; negative
argument, Edna I. Slater, '40.

Members
..
«.

r . Dean,. William M. Warren of-Bos-

ton . University ,was the guest speaker
at the annual., initiation banquet of
the Beta Chapter of Phi Beta Kappa,
national honorary' scholastic, society,
held! in the main dining hall of the
glmwoojd Hotel, last Friday evening.
Professor Thomas B."' Ashcraft,
President of the Colby Chapter, acted as toastmaster for the evening.
After welcoming the old members,
the neophytes,' and the guests, he introduced the new members and read
the ( inspiring recommendations which
each received from his professors. He
mentioned the unusual proportion of
men and women—a ratio of 'eleven
to two for the men. The departments
shared about equally in representatives, there being five science maj ors,
four social studies members, and four
language maj ors.
Phi Beta Kappa is -interested in
scholarly interest when it ' elects its
members; - Extra-curricula activity
is 'not'Considered, Dr. Ashcraft stated.
After ' numerous not too complimentaiy ^r_marks about"the -other-society
meeting in-the basement, the toastmaster introduced the speaker of the
evening.
With his first few words Dean Warren paid Colby a high tribute by saying that we are an ideal institution
for the development of scholars. But
he asked, what is a scholar? There
are as many viewpoints on this ques(Continued on page 6).

Education Courses undergo
Teacher-Training Changes

rmmcummmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmi ^anm *^mmmmma ^^ m ^^^^^^ m—^ m~ai—^^

READING KNOWLEDGE
• ¦ EXAMINATIONS IN FRENCH, GERMAN
AND SPANISH
The Reading Knowledge Examinations in French, German , and Spanish
will be held again on Thursday, May
19, at 3 P. M. Students who wish to
take these examinations this semester
should present themselves at this time
as follows:
For French; Men in Coburn 32;
women in Champlin 32.
For German: Men and women in
Chemical 24.
For Spanish: Men and women in
Champlin 32.
SIN CE A STANDARD TE ST I S
TO BE GIVEN,. IT IS NECESSARY
TH AT ALL STUDENTS APPEAR
PROMPTLY AT 3 P. M.
For the full discussion of the graduation • requirement, in modern foreign languages, students should consult tha "Colby College Bulleti n" for
1936-37, pagoo 22 :23. Particular attention is called ¦ to the following
,
<
statement:
'
"Students who present themselves
for tho Reading Knowledge Examinations in French, - German, or Spanish
are expected to have completed
Course 4 at Colby College or its
equivalent, three years ' ' successf ul
study of the language in preparatory
school. Students who have failed a
Reading Knowledge . Examination
must present written evidence of adequate further preparation before repeating tho examination. Tho Department reserves tho righ t to reject
an examination paper from any student who has not complied with these
requirements."

Four Under graduate Years To Be Devoted
Primaril y To Subject-Matte r
Courses
Bowdoin Edges
Mules By 6-5
Play ing Of Fisher Features
In Polar Bear Victor y
Fisher 's all-around play featured
6-5 win over Colby at
Brunswick last Tuesday afternoon.
Tho sophomore shortsto p p ounde d
tho a pp le for thre e hits , including a
d ouble an d tri ple , drove in two "runs
and- scored two 'himself. Both starting pitchers weakened , lato in the
game, Tucker of Bowdoin giving way
to Birkett in the eight while Cole replaced Cleveland for Colby.
Bowdoin thought it had the game
in the first inning, j when Fisher
tripled to drive in .tWo runs, scorin g
later on a passed ball. ; But Tuclcer ,
who had faced only 13 men in-foiir
innin gs, weakened in tho sixth. With
two out and Leonard on base by a
p ass , Rancourt and Alien reached on
iniiold hits. Hatch ,' drove, a singlo
through tlvo box; tO; score, two runs,
and Alien came horho when Howard
allowed Davidson's perfect peg from
(Continued on page 8) ¦ - • : •
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Fifth Year To Be Added For
Vigorous Professional
Trainin g
AU students who are planning to
pre p are "' for high school teaching are
hereby advised to note the changes in
the courses in: Education
which go
;
into ; effect next,„ £aft as;presented in
the new (1988) catalogue.
j
Our new P,o|jcywith
in teacher-training
the present tenis in confornn^y
dency in liberal arts colleges to provide for prospective. teachers an essential cultural background and a relative mastery of; two ', subject--matter
fields; in order to prepare candidates
to meet tho requirements of progres- ; ,
sive American schools.; In addition,'A.
certain technical course'- are provided A:.
to . meet the certification regulations;:f
of state do p-trtmonts.'. of y "educationi ¦ :
tyif-Vrcn^^^
bolibvbd that tti^
years ' :' 8h'0_uld „:^
matter _ouVso_.i ';and :;;n'6m
tion in goneral :.camptisi'ac.ivitio|^ti^dl&
j
| i-f a -fi.tlvf (graduate^
%#yon^c_ u^

f o¦ 8Mo^»Winif^;;i;IS^#»
*
. ' ' P6rl thosp;; _H)a'son_;i;lw^^hftv^^Bj i $%
ll_h od i this; year at.j .qpjb^ y^n^i^ii'
;

^;; ; ;;;: . ;;(C«_._lnupd ^
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Mule Tracksters
Amherst -' Proves
Lose AtVermon. SPO BTO GR&PHS Too Stron
g For
¦

Mules Trounce

¦

Colby ' . '.Scores Ten Runs In Hodges High Scorer For
Last Three Innings
Colby With Fifteen
To Win 11-4

Points

"V ,
(_

Lefty Cole's twirling and Vinnie
Allen's hitting combined to give Colby a long lead over Trinity last Saturday at Hartford, as Colby scored
10 runs in the last three innings to
trounce Trinity 11-4..
The Trinity hurler weakened in the
seventh as the Mules scored five
times in a trio of hits and four errors.
Bus BurrilTs brilliant fielding at third
was a feature of the game.

.• _. .
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--«¦-- By __>wigh_ Sargent - - - -. '

If you -want to have some fun of a
sunny afternoon take a stroll out to
the atheltic field and watch a Jayvee
baseball game. There have ' been
some rare games this year as there
is never a dull moment.
The club
feat ures Roy "Ty Cobb" Young, alia s
"Pepper Ma rtin ," the seaso n's m ost
sensational base stealer. He 's as fas t
as lightning and first he's on and then
he's off. The re is also Larry Haynes
the leagu e's best relief hurler , Nornrrie
Walke r the all around ball playe r who
is attempting a come back , Ji m Daley
and Hiram Macintosh the slugging
sultans of swat.

The Goby Mules were defeated by
the University of Vermont last Saturday in the Mules' second track
meet of the season. The meet took
place at Burlington, Vt., and was
characterized by the usual rain storm.
The final score was IS Vz to 59% in
favor of the University of Vermont
Catamounts.
Gordon Smith with three first
places and Bud Allen with two first
places paced the Vermont team to
The summary:.
Three of the above fanned the
~~
victory.
other, afternoon with three on and
Colby
Carl Hodges went great guns for none out. The boys have a lot of fun
. ab r .bh po a e
Colby
taking first places in the shot without taking their ball games too
McGee, 2b
. 4 2' 1 1 3 0
hammer
throw, and the discus. seriously . . The varsity squad made
put,
Leonard, ss __ 6 1 1 1 2 1
in the two miles a better recor d on their road trip than
Charbonneau
Burrill, 3b
5 3 1 1 4 0 Phil
Rancour ., lb __ 5 1 1 0 0 0 and Bob Neumer in the broad jump, they have for several years. Two
'
Allen, If _ _ _ _ _
6 1 3 3 0 1 along with Don Thompson and Mar- wins and two losses, one of them due
Hatch , rf _ _ _ _ _
5 1 1 1 0 0 cus Oladell who tied for first in the to eleven errors, wasn't bad at all. If
"
;
Pullen, e
4 1 3 8 0 0 pole ' vault, were the only other first you remember what a luxury a base
Irish, cf
6 0 1 2
0 0 place winners for Coach "Cy" Per- hit was on the club a year ago one
can realize what a revelation it must
Cole, p
5 1 1 0 2 0 kins' team.
Cecil Daggett, Don- Gardner, "W en- be to Coach Eoundy to see his boys
Totals _ —_ ._ 46 14 13 27 11 2 dell Anderson, Jim Chase were also retrieve their batting eyes. Pour
good varsity pitchers have been depoint winners for the Colby cause.
Trinity
veloped
and three of them will return
The summary :
ab r bh po a e
next
year.
High jump—Tie between Allen,
Shelly, 3b ;
5 0 2 0' 2 2
Vermont;
Fyfe, Vermont ; Anderson,
Lapac, rf
5 0 1 4 0 0
The boys on the track team were
Vermont. Height, 5
Colby;
Hunter,
O'Malley, 2b __ 4 1 2 1 2 0
planning to win -when" they left for
feet,
7
inches.
Morris, p _____
4 0 0 0 4 0
the University of Vermont , and they
Rihl, c _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 4 2 2 6 2 1 Shot put—Hodges, Colby; John- would have if the Catamounts hadn 't
Walker,
Colby.
DisKelly, cf, _____ .4 1 2
0 -2 0 stone, Vermont ;
pulled th is man named Smith out of
"4 0 1 2 3 3 tance, 41 feet, 2 % inches.
Jackson, ss
tbe bag. He's a sopho more that none
Barnewall, lb _ 4 0 0 10 1 1 Javelin—Dunzyna, Vermont ; Allen, had counted on and he came through
Capabianco, If _ . . 2 0 0 1 0 0 Colby; Minkler, Vermont. Distance, to win the two dashes and the quarter
Kelly, p
0 . 0 0 0 3 0 163 feet, 11 inches.
High hurdles—Allen, Vermont; mile. Phil Charfconi -eau deserves a
Harris, x _____
1 0 0 ,0 .0 0
Vermont ; Sargent , Colby. lot of " credit for winning that two
Morris, lb
0 0 0 3 0 0 Suitor,
mile up there. It seems that the paTime, 16.1 seconds.
pers
up Burlington way can 't talk
10.0 yard dash—Smith, Vermont ;
Totals _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 37 4 .10 27 19 2
Fre
nch
. One of them honored hisn
Vermont ; Daggett, Colby.
x—Batted for Capabianco in 8th. Jones,
by
calling
him Cunningham and the
10.2 seconds.
Colby •
0 0 0 1 0 0 5 2 3—11 Time,
othe
r
let
it
go' at Chamberlain.
Tbe
One mile run—Steele, Vermont;
Trinity
:0 0 0 1 0 .0 0 3.0— 4
Vermonters
cam
e
out
with
their
usual
Chase, Colby; Russell, Vermont. Time
.Two base : hits—Rancourt, Rihl,
cold rainstorm and it reall y made the
4 minutes 45 4-5 seconds.
Kelly 2. Stolen bases—Shelly, Lapac,
boys
feel right at home.
. 440 yard dash—Smith , Vermont ;
O'Malley. . Sacrifices-^-McGe e, Irish.
—C—
Gardner, Colby; Stowell, Vermont.
This Jayvee team is becoming so
Left on bases—Colby. 12, Trinity 7.
Time, 51.6 seconds.
Struck out , by Cole 6 , Morris 4. Hits
formidable that Coach Roundy is
Pole vault—Tie between Oladell,
planning to substitute them en masse
off Cole 10 in 9 innings, off Morris 12
Colby; Thompson , Colby; Abbott,
for the varsity some day (when locoin .8 innings, off Kelly 1 in 1 inning.
Vermont. Height, 11 feet.
motives use silencers and crocodiles
Wild pitch—Kelly. Passed ball—Rihl.
Discus—Hodges, Colby; Johnstone,
swim in the Kennebec) .. There were
Winning: pitcher—Cole. Losing pitchSuitor and Plumb, VerVermont;
__.
--_----_----— four events in that Vermont meet in
er—Morris. Umpires—Q'u irih and El— _-_______-__-_-______________-_____________which Colby had but one man enterliott. Time of game—3-15.
MORE SPORTS ON PAGE 3
ed. Even if those four men had won
firsts it would have gained only four
points for the Mules. There are times

WEAR WHITE

at the Spring Formats

All White Palm Beach Suits

White Shoes $2.95 up
"Wh ere Colby Men Meet "

William Levine 8C Sons
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Tennis . Time!*;Here. Ate YOU
Equipped?
Rac quets¦ , Presses
Come in and look over out* line of
;
_ _ ^ ] \
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mont. Distance, 126 feet.
Two mile run—Charbonneau , Colby; Lanison, Vermont ; Ketchem , Vermont. Time, 10 minutes, 26 3-5 seconds.
Low hurdles—Allen, Vermont; Sargent, Colby ; Jones, Vermont. Time,
27.2 seconds. '
220 yard dash—Smith, Vermont ;
Daggett, Colby; Fyfe, Vermont. Time,
23 seconds.
880 yard run—Stowell, Verm ont;
Steele, Verm ont; Chase, Colby. Time,
2 minutes, 5 1-5 seconds.
Colby ;
Broad
jump—Neumer,
Gardner , Colby; Jones , Vermont. Distance , 20 feet 5 inches.
Hammer—Hodges, Colby ; Levin,
Colby; Baker , Colby. Distance, 128
feet, 6 inches.
Jud ges, Cam p bell , Br y an , Witham ,
'
Keyes.
Timers , Sabo, Ladd , Woodruff ,
Kuhn.
Referee and starter, Joe Mangan.
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NOEL'S TAP ROOM
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23 Silver Street

Golfers To Tee Off

Against. Bow do in

Colby Outfit

Aft er Today's Match Mules
Travel To Orono May ' .- '
¦
Mules Fade After Good Start - • ' :- ¦ •
Eleventh
To Lose 11-5

The road trip of Colby's baseball
nine got off to an inauspicious start
last Wednesday at Amherst took the
first game 11-5 at Amherst. Joe
Chernauskas showed a strong pitching
game for the first five innings, but
Eddie Cleveland and Lop Hersey each
took a share of tlie hurling duties.
The box score :
Amherst
at bh po a
Balme, ss
4 1 2
6
Wheeler, If
5 1 0
0
1_ 0 0 1 0
Avery, If
Coroner, cf
3 2 0
0
Goodell, lb
3 0 14 0
Meyers, 2b
5 2 2 4
Joys, cf
5 3 0 0
Gloss on, cf
0 0 1 0
Christenson, c
4 16
2
Schick, 3b
5 2 1 2
Roberts, 3b
0 0 0 1
Martin , p
2 0 0 1
Mitchell, p
2 0 . 0 0
___ l 1 0
Zins, x
0
Totals

Colby

30 13 27 16

a
0
0
0
0
5
0
1
'_ 0 0 0 0
1 Beal, xx
4
___
0 Totals
_ 38 10 24 13
2
x—Batted for Martin in sixth,
0
xx—Ran for Allen in 9th.
0
Amherst
0 2 0 0 0 2 3 4 x—11
Colby
0 0 2 0 2 0 0 0 1— 5
when quantity counts as much as
Runs made by Balme, Wheeler,
quality.
Cordner,
Goodell (2), Meyers, Joys
—- C —
Some of the boys ha d the honor of (3), Christenson, Schick (2), Allen
meeting Joe Mang -an , one time con- (2), Burrill (2). Errors, Balme 2;
querer of the grea t Glen Cunni ng- Schick 2; Mitchell 1; Burrill 1; Leonha m in the mile. He is now prac tic- ard 1; Dobbins 1. Two base hits,
ing law in his home town of Rutland , Schick, Burrill. Three base hits,
Stolen bases , Balme
Vermont. He has grow n a bit stalky Schick, Allen.
since his running -day s but he's still 2. Bases on balls, off Martin 1; off
a great fellow to meet and know . He Mitchell 1; off Chernauskas 3, Clevejust smiled a very modest smile when land -3. Struck out by Martin 4;
you mentioned anything
abo ut his Chernauskas 3; Cleveland 1; Hersey
conquests of King Glen . He was the 1. Double plays, Balme to Meyers to
official starter.
Tbe trackmen had a Goodell; Christenson to Goodell ;
great tr ip but you can 't live on steak Meyers , to Balme to Goodell. Passed
and chicken forever. Beautifu l coun - balls, Pullen. Hit by pitched ball , "by
try, that Verm ont lake region , would Martin (Burrill). Time, 2 hours 15
reco mmend it for a honeymoon .
minutes.
Umpires, Kenney and
Whalen.
—C—
President Sills of Bowdoin has a
very interesting collection of white
polar bears in his reception room, The
centerpiece is a big illuminated solid
marble iceberg with three or four
polar bears lounging about on it.
Around it on the table are a couple
Friday, May 6, 4 P. M., L. C. A.of dozen other bears which have been
Zetes.
collected from all parts of the world.
Monday, May 9, 4 P. M., iCV.R.According to Mrs. Sills one of them
was the direct cause of Bowdoin 's D; K. E.;6.80 P. M,, Phi Delts- A. T.
last state championship in football. O.j 6.30 P. M., Tau Delts-Zetes.
Someone mentioned- that there ought
Tuesday, May 10, 4 P. M., D. U.to be a similar collection of Mules at A. f. O.
Colby and the Proxy turned around
Wednesday, May 11,. 4 P. MM L. C.
and pointed to a whole table full in A.-D. K. E.
the opposite corner. He had Mules
Thursday, May 12, 4 P. M., Phi
from all , parts of tho world and even
Delts-K. D. R.
an elephant in the middle which he
Friday, May 13, A P. M., Tau Deltssaid re p resente d . the m inority.
A. T. O.
MORE SPORTS ON PAGE 3
Tuesday, May 17, 4 P. M., Zotes-D.
Wednesday, Ma y 18, 4 P. M., D. U.JK. . D. R. .• .. •• -.„;._:.„
y 19, 4 P. M, ,- L. C.
We Still Have Your Favorite ' 'Thursday, 'Ma
"
"
'.'
A.-Phi Dolts.
Lunches and Drinks
;.' -Friday, May 20, _ 'P. M., Tau DeltaJuatof F Campus
Opp. Stadium. D. K. E.
Monday, May 28, 4 P. M., A. T. O.JOIN THE CROWD AT THE
K. D. R.
Tuesday, May 24, 4 P. M., ZetesPuri tan Sweet Shop Phi Dolts.
Thursday, May 20 , 4 P. M., D. U.FOIt THB BEST
L.
C. A.
LUNCHES , CANDT, ICE CREAM
Play off of all games postponed by
weather, wot grounds , or by agreement will bo arranged through tho
Physical Education office on . the . nearost possible available date.
Barber Shop
Irish, ef
Maguire, cf
Rancourt, If
Allen, rf
Burrill, 3b
Gruber, lb
Pullen, c ;
McGee, 2b
Leonard, ss
Dobbins, ss
Chernauskas, p
Cleveland , p
Hersey, p

ab bh po
4 0 2
1 0
0
5 1 0
4 1 3
4 3 0
4 0 12
4 2 5
4 2 1
3 0 0
1 1 1
3 0 0
1 0
0
0 0 0

The members of the squad hav.
been practicing diligently under the
tutelage of Captain Gardner Gregory
and have improved remarkably in the
past week. Undoubtedly one, and
possibly two of the matches on the
trip were lost for lack of practice.
The challenge system has been introduced to the squad whereby anybody
out for golf can challenge any member of the team, and if the challenger
wins, he steps into the loser's position.'
This system is at present causing a
great scramble for positions. The
team as it stands now in the order of
their positions consists of Gardner
Gregory, John Coolidge, Jimmy Bunting, Larry Berry, Bumpy Winslow,
and Arnold Myshrall. There are three
frosh on the team, Coolidge, Berry,
and . Myshrall. The next match .is
with Bowdoin on May 4, and then the
Mules journey up to Orono on May
11 to take on the Maine golf team.
At present, arrangements are being
made for the Colby outfit to meet a
number of the Club teams throughout the state.
Gardner Gregory, number one man ,
hopes to enter the New England Intercollegiate Tournament on May
21st and 22nd , at Oakley Country
Club, Watertown, Mass. Undoubtedly theiMule leader should place well
up among the best of the entrants.

Soft Ball
Schedule

ICE CREAM BAR, , .

J. O. MI CHAUD
Temple Street

MORE SPORTS ON PAGE 3

Cleveland Pitches

i__ ' _r ¦ __. " '

' ¦* -if

¦ ' "
i_
_L

BOWDOIN EDGES .
(Continued from page 1)
center, to get by him.
Bowdoin went ahead again in its
half , with Fisher and Corey getting
doubles. But the Mules were still
kicking. Again with two out and Allen on by virtue of a pass, Tucker
filled the bases with two more passes,
and Cleveland drove in Allen with a
single to deep right field. Birkett
who relieved Tucker, forced in a run
by passing: McGee, but struck out
Leonard.
The eighth also found Colby's
pitcher weakening. Howard and Dale
walked and were followed by Birkett.
Davidson popped a high fly to short
left which Burrill dropped , and Howard came iii with the tying run.
Haire's single through short brought
in Dale with the winning margin.
The summary :

a sudden spurt in the growth might ond when the-same Mr/Piper said to
be' caused by the sun spots. The first the bellhop, 'We are just a bunch' of
theory is explained by a cutting of farm ers. We can't open the door tothe forest or a sudden clearing pro- our room.' Sneak - for yourself ,
duced by :a . fire. As for the second Dinty,"
theory, it remains for further study
Mr. Bickford expressed himself,
Amid a mess of double plays made
to
find
if
alternating
merging
and
the
"The
trip to the Pi Kappa Delta conWaterville
High
,
Coast Guard Academy Is at their expense by
spreading
of
rings
will
conform
to
the
vention
held at Topeka, Kansas, cerreputed to be one of the powers in
eleven
year
cycles.
tainly
proved
to be a fine one. The
Colby's First Victim
the state schoolboy baseball circles,
Another
oddity
of
the
section
is
the
opportunity
to
meet students from all
.
the J. . V..' baseball team lost out to
Of Season;
position
of
the
core
of
the
tree,
inparts
of
both socially and
the
country,
a score of 11-6.
dicating the orientation of the tree in f ormal debates, provided a very
Butch Pingree made his debut as
as to the north. The core is about wonderful experience. I find the colColby won its first victory of the ai pitcher, and . he .was met with .a
two-thirds the distance from the south lege students in the West take a far
season last Friday at New London brace of hits in the first inning after
side <oi the tree while only about one- more active interest in the political
over Coast Guard Academy as Eddie which he settled down and held the
third from the- north side, giving a and social problems of the nation
Cleveland pitched the Mules to vic- schoolboys scoreless until he was rerather unbalanced effect.
than we do here in the East.- I wish
tory with a score of 6-2.
lieved in the fifth. He was relieved
After a careful study of this sec- we might follow their example."
After being held hitless for four by third baseman Larry Haynes who
tion, graphs will be drawn showing
Mr. Guptill said, "We saw a good
innings, and scoreless for five, the turned in a creditable j ob until he
the relative distance between the deal , of the country with very few
Mules slammed out two hits in the was relieved by Gil Peters, the boy
rings. By comparing these graphs casualties. .A unique experience was
sixth, one of them a double by Bob who pitched the whole game against
with those of trees in this neighbor- debating Centre College of Kentucky
McGee, driving in two runs. Two Coburn two days before.
hood and in other parts of New Eng- when the Yanks upheld states' rights
singles and an error counted for two
Colby
land it is hoped that a similarity .will and the Colonels befriended a strong
Hiram Mcintosh was the big gun
in .the eighth and Cleveland's double for the little Mules. He hit for a
ab r bh po a e be found , indicating the same general centralized government."
with two on drove in the final runs in thousand, ringing out a homer, a McGee, 2b _ _ _ : 4 0 0 0 0 0 climatic conditions oyer New England
the ninth.
" FIRST VARSITY SHOW
triple and a double. In the two games Leonard, ss — 4 i '1 2 6 1 during. ' this ..period ; For secondary:
The summary:
5 0 1 2 3 1 thought, the probable correlation beplayed this season he has averaged Burrill, 3b
(Continued" from page 1)
Colby
__
4
1
1
4
;
0
0
lb
Rancourt,
tween
sun
spots
and
growth
cycles
this
freshwhich
speaks
well
for
.875,
ure activities of the Radio Staff. He
ab r bh po a e man's promotion to the varsity. Be- Allen, If
4 2 1 3 0 0 will interest theexaminer. The col- expressed, to your reporter, a desire
McGee, 2b
5 1 1 1 1 0
4 0 1 1 1 0 lege is glad to recognize the research for "all talent among the student body
Hatch, rf
" 5 0 0 1 0 " 0 sides having a good day at bat, this
Irish, cf
_
_
_
_
_
1 1 1 6 0 0 of Professor Lougee , which is to the to present itself for audition as soon
Pullen,
c
boy fielded for a perfect score at first
Burrill , 3b
4 0 1 2, 2 0 base; incidentally no varsity first Irish, cf
0 0 credit of Colby.
3 0 1 6
as possible. Women's voices are also
Pullen, c
4 0 0
7 1 0 baseman has done that so far .
Cleveland, p __ 4 0 2 0 0 0
needed to speak over the air, he
Allen, If
4 0 1 4
1 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
COLBY DEBATES
Cole, p _ _ _ _ _ _
stated.
If any - instrumentalists,
Dan Daley's debut as a pinch hitter
Maguire, rf _ _ _
4 0 0 1 0 0
(Continued from page 1)
entertainers
of any kind,
vocalists,
;
Rancourt, lb __ 3 1 1 9 1 0 ended disastrously. After being given
Totals _ — -— 33 5 -9 24 4 2 teria the society was addressed by and those who think , they might like
Leonard , ss _ _ _
Senator Lee of Oklahoma.
2 3 1 1 3 1 a walk: he attempted to steal second
Bowdoin
to speak in the program as announcers
¦"
__
Cleveland, p
3 1 .1 1 7 0 and in so doing twisted his ankle. He
ab r bh po a e ' ' Mr. Guptill, Mr. Bickford ,.and Mr. •would be at the WLBZ studio in Wa•;
is how using the same implement that Davidson , cf ___ 5' 1 2 ; 3 ' 0 0 Thayer took part in the debates held
terville, at 50 Main Street on; Friday,
'
Totals
34 6 6 27 16 1 grandfather uses to walk with.
1 0 at the convention. The Colby, team, May 6th, at 2.00 o'clock auditions
5, 0 1 2
Haire , 2b
Coast Guard
2 1 0
0 entered, five .debates and won two , deMassey and Cooper were the big Melendy, - If — 4 1
at that time. If any are
• ab r bh po a e stickers for the invaders. These two White, rf ¦ __ -_ ' ;' 5 0 ' 1 3 1' 0 feating both Toledo College . . and will be made
' : unable ' to attend' that audition, one
Schrader, cf _ _ 4 0 0 2 0 0 boys halved six of- their team's ten Fisher; !ss ___ '_ • ' 4 2 '¦_ 2 2 Q Shurtleff College.
can be arranged by seeing Ellis Mott
Mr. Shuman entered the oratorical
E. Russell , ss _ _ 3 0 0 0
3 2 hits. . -Incidentally this is only two Corey, lb •
4 0 1" 7- 0 6
at the . Lambda Chi House.
Waldron , If
4 1 3 2 0 0 more hits than the Jayvees gathered. Howard , c
3 1 0 7 2 1 contest. His speech, "A. Plea for ReaThe ' public will be 'interested;''in '
judg
tied
for
third
place
in
the
_
_
_
_
_
_
son
,"
O'Neil, c
1 0
0 2 2 0
3 1 1 0 2 0
Dale, 3b
seeing a program "on the air" and to
Totman,'l b _ _ _ . 3 0 0 13 0 1 The line-up :
3'- ' 0 1 1- 2 0 ing. As there were some ninety com- see' their favorite Colby At' The "M iTucker , p
McClelland , rf_ 2 0 0 1 0 0 Colby Jayvees
Waterville Birkett , p _ _ _ _
0 0 0 1 0 0 petitors in the contest , Mr . Shuman's crophone entertainers as they pervictory was . of no little honor.
Morrell, rf
0 0 0 1 0 0 Haynes, 3b, p, rf
2b , p, Massey
form before the microphone. The
¦
•
Paine, rf
2 1 2 0 0 Q Brown, rf
ss, LaFleur
Totals _ _ _ _ _ 36 6 12 27 10 1 Mr. Bickford also, entered , the ex- platform of the Alumnae Building
Thompson , p
3 0 2 0 7 6 Wilde, c
3b, Carey Colby
0 0 0 0 0 - 3 0 2 0—5 temporaneous speaking; contest. The will have to be enlarged to be able to
R. Russell, 2b__ 3 3 0 2 4 0 Ellis, c __ '_
If , 2b , Ivers Bowdoin
3 0 0 0 0' 1 0 2 x—6 subject . for; the speeches was'"Demo- support such a large • cast of fine
Mr. Bickford
I-rill, 3b
1 0
0 4 0 1 Peters ,, rf , p, ss
._ c , Winters
Runs batted in , Fisher 2, Corey, cracy—Or What/.!.
music, drama, and comedy.. Everyupper
Cornish, ss
1 0
0 0 0 0 J . Daly, If
rf , p, Cooper Davidson , Haire, Hatch' 2, Cleveland. placed approximately in 'th
one will want to be in the audience to
Fowler , 3b
10
0 0 0 0 Macintosh, lb
lb, Ouelette Two base hits, Corey, Fisher. Three third in the judging [ of the „ eighty see Colby 's Varsity Show May 14th
DeVe'ber, cf
--cf , Vashon base hit, Fisher. Stolen bases, David- speakers.
during Colby on Parade.
A very interesting , feature of the
Totals _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 28 2 ' 7 27 16 4 Baum , cf ;
.' p, Corey son, Melendy 2 , White , Dale, Burrill
Colby
0 0 0 0 0 . 0 . 2 2—6 Walker, 2b _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ l f , rf , Bolduc and Leonard. Left on bases, Colby 9, convention was the National Student
CLASSICAL CLUB
,:Mr . .Piper ..was the
Coast iGuard.0 '0 0 >1 ;.0 0 0 0 -1^-2 Young, ss, p _ ¦_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ .
_ .
Bowdoin . JL. Bases ori balls- off Cleve- Congress in 'which
¦
from-page i),:.^. v; . ;
'
'
"
'
'.
Two base hits : Waldron , rThonvp- Pingree, p
land 2, .Cole 1, Tucker 7', Birkett "1. representative . from Colby. 'MocleTed • •? (Continued
son, McGee, Allen , Cleveland , Paine. Stumpp, 3b
___
President, Mildred ColwelL
Struck out by Cleveland 3, Tucker, on the .National Congress, the Student
none
of
the
WashCongress
lacked,
president, Marj orie Towle . ;
Vice
Stolen bases: McGee, Burrill , Ran- D. Daley, z
;
4, Birkett 2. Hits off Cleveland 12
its
makeup.
Cau,in
ington
.flavor
•
court.
1
Secretary
and treasurer , Lois BritSacrifices : Leonard , Krill,
z—Batted for DeVeber in the 8th. in 7 /. innings, Cole 0 in 2-3, Tuck';
,
and
filli; ¦' .: ' •:' • .' :' . .
held;,
lobbyists
were
cuses
Cleveland , Totman. Bases on balls :
toh.
er 9 i n - 7 2-3, Birkett .0 in 1 1-3.
committee,
Conbusters
were
present
and
even
a
program
off Cleveland 1; off Thompson 1. Hit
-Chairman
of
.
.
Passed ball, Pullen. . Winning pitcher ,
'¦¦
by pitcher : O'Neill (twice), R. RusBirkett. Losing pitcher, Cleveland. gressional -Record of the proceedings Arlene Paine. .. '
was-kept. Bills relating to all spheres
sell, Leonard. Strikeouts: by Cleveof legislative activity were introducland C; by Thompson 1. Left on base :
LOUGEE EXPLAINS
EDUCATION COURSES
ed by the members including a bill for
Colby 4; Coast Guard 5. Time , 2.05.
(Continued from page 1)
(Continued from , page 1)
Umpires : Slate and Murphy.
learn how wide spread these fluctua- the Federal regulation of advertising,
Tau Alpha chapter of Tau Delta tions were in New England by a com- a bill for a Federal department of gree of Master of -Arts in Teaching,
Phi was honored this morning by a parative study of other . trees.
education; a bill for Federal owner- as described in the catalogue, pages .
visit from Ivh\ Seymour Cohen, Grand
This spruce grew in the rather in- ship of arms and munitions, and oth- 28 r 30. It should be- noted that Px-acCouncillor of the Tau Delta Phi fra- accessible Joluldunk Ravine on the ers. Mr. Piper introduced a bill to tice Teaching is now restricted to canternity.
summit of Mt. Moosilaiike, this ra- put potatoes under the Agricultural didates for this degree and is no longcirque Adju stment Act of 1938. This truly er provided for undergraduates. This
Mr. Cohen was elected to the office vine being actually a glacial
is to eliminate the difficulty we have
of Grand Councillor last December much like the . well-known Tucker- Maine bill was passed by the House
to reach the had in the past when students underat a convention held at New York man 's Ravine on Mt. Washington. Mt.' and although it failed
Hersey Allows Seven Hits City at: which Leo Kresky and Fred Moosilauke , which '. .is¦ about thirty Senate , it received much publicity in took to cany a full program of
and Topeka newsp apers. The' Colby dele- studies and at the same time attemptFord were delegates from the Colby miles from Dartmouth , is owned,
But Bates Makes 11
sports gation furni shed Maine potatoes at ted to teach in a high school an hour
Chapter. ' The purpose of the visit, in is now Toeing developed into a
col- the convention banquet as a part of or more every day, to which had to
by
the
enthusiasts
mecca
for
ski
Errors
part , is to establish closer relations
buildings its lobbying activities to pass the bill. be added two to three hours daily of
the
lege
outing
club.
For
between the individual chapters and
the club
The Colby delegation attempted to classroom preparation.
the
National Headquarters of the at the base of the mountain,
Errors gave the Williams team a
It should further be noted that the
and
it
is
to
trees,
huge
see
Alfred M. Landon and present
is using these
victory over Colby at Williamstown fraternity. course
in . General Methods of High
gift
of
Maine
potatoes.
its
possesColby
'owes
him with a
this club that
'
last Thursday with a score of 0-4. Lop
Teaching has been changed
School
Mr.
Landon
was
sudUnfortunately
sion.
Hersey, pitching for the' Mules , allowin
number
(now education 3,), and
debaters
By the difficult process of count- denly called away and the
Maguire , cf , If_ 4 0 2 1 1 0
ed seven hits but his hurling was
that
the
courses
in Social Principles
their
3 0 0 1 0
1 ing the annual growth rings the age had to 'be content with leaving
Allen , If
handicapped by sloppy fielding, eleven
and.,Principles
of
Education
...of Sec2 0 0 0 0 0 of the tree was discovered to be 227 potatoes in his office.
Hatch , rf _
errors being made,
ondary
Education
are
no
longer
offerIn statements to the ECHO the five
With the .aid of , arithmetic
Burrill , ss, 3b._ 5 1 2 2 1 3 years.
Maguire , Burrill and Hersey each
undergraduate,
list.
Also
ed
in
the
Gruber , ,1b _ _ _ ' 4 0 1 5 1 1 calculation, one can readily see that men all expressed their satisfaction
garnered two hits off the viators.
'
Pullen , c
4 1 1 8 1 2 this was the time of Queen Anhe , a with . the trip and with the conven- that admission to Education 6, ProbThe summ ar y:
_
_
_
_
_
_
1 0 0 0 0 0 time when tho 'present United States tion. Mr, Piper said, "Our Kansas lems in Education , i s r estr icted to
A.- Seal
Williams
__
Rancourt, rf
4 . . 1 1 0 0 0 were still a part of England , when trip was certainly the highlight of my high ranking and exceptionally qualiab r bh po a e Irish , cf
1 0
0 1 0
0 the west in this country was reckon- college experiences. To meet with fied senior students who can carry on
Durrell , If
4 1 1 0 0, 1
_
_
_
3 1 0 2 2 2 ed to be the Allegheny range. This 850 other college students from every independent work.
D . Stearns , 2b _ 15 0 1 4 4 0 Dobbins, 3'b
Anticipating inquiries made every
Leonard , ss . - 1 0 0 1 0 1 gives an idea of .the length of the corner of the land was inspiring. And
¦
Soay, 8b
4 1 1 3 1 1 Horsey, p
experimy
yoar
extremely
valuable
was
, students and advisers are again
period
which
can
be
studied
in
this
4 0 2 0 4 0
P. Stearns , lb-_ 4 1 2 9 0 0
ences , in the National Stud-nt Con- informed that tho Stale Doparlmont
tree.
Hadley, p
3 0 0 0 7 1
There are many oddities in this gress where we exchanged student of Education will allow not more than
Totals -_
40 4 9 24 11 11
Simm ons , c
3 , 2 1 4
0 0
cross section which is about three views and learned much of legisla- a total of six hours of credit in
Nolligan , ss _ -_ 4 1 1 .3 1 2
A—batted for Pullen in 9th .
inches thick. The first that is notice- tive procedure and practical politics. " courses of a psychological nature ;
Stradley, cf __ 4 0 , 0 2 0 0
Mr. Thayer declared , "Our trip to e.g., Psychology 1, 2, 8, 4, an d EduWilliams
1 1 3 1 0 0 0 0 x—-8 able is tho varying distance between
Bal dinger , rf __ 3 0 0
1 0
1 Colby
most
places,
rings.
Topeka
was a most enjoyable and cation 4 (Educational Psychology).
In
0 8 1 0 0 0 0 0 0—4 tho several
___ l 0 ' 0"1 0 0
Hall
th
e
rings
worthwhile experience. We met some Psychology 6-G ancl 9-10 should not bo
n o t i ceabl y n ear the center ,
Runs batted in , Horsey 2, Pullen , P. are so clo se ' together that it is im- five debate teams and profited a groat included in teacher-certification pro"
Totals _
84 0 7 27 13 6 Stea rns , Hadloy two base hit , Bur- possible to soe all of them with tho deal from our debates with them. grams.
.
'
¦
'
rill ; three base hit, Nolligan ; Sacri- naked eye. Of • course , this in ex- Tho convention was pervaded with a •¦>¦ Tho State Department of Education
Colb y ;
ab r bh p o a , o fice hits, Seay, Hadley. , Stolen base, p ecte d near the center of the tree , spirit ¦oi friendliness and stimulation has ruled that after Juno of this yoar
McGoo , 2b
4 0 0 \ S 1 1 Stradloy. Passed ball , Pullen. Earn- 'but when the rings again merge quite which made us return ' with -wider Physical Education 5-6 can not bo
ed runs off Hadloy 2; ' off Hersey 8. a distance, from the center of the friendships and broader outlooks on counted as part of tho required
C AREFUL CLEANIN G
Bases on balls off Hadloy 2; off Her- tree , much speculation as .to the cause present-problems. "
courses for a secondary school teachAT
sey 2. Struck out , by Hadloy 4, by arises. The two predominant theories
Mr. Shuman said, "Two incidents ing certificate '. This course and aHorsey 4. Wild pitch , by Horsey
1. are that a thinning out of tho sur- stand out in tho trip : .first,, wh en yoar course in physiology or biology
Hit by pitcher , by Hadloy 1. Loft on round ing foro-t provided more moist- Dihty Piper spilled the basket of aro required for tho special certificate
"Service Which, •Satisfies"
base , Williams 8; Colby 10. Umpires , ure and light and thus a move rapid Maine spuds all over the ' floor of ox- in Ph ysical Education, v ¦ >
62-A Temple St.
Tel , 277 Coultov , Wh elan. Time , 2,05.
growth ; ancl second , tho theory that- Governor Landon 's o ffi ce , and the secs . " E. J.' Colpran. ,
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Pro Reading K nowledge n. ^,
Un our college A.there . is a controversy ,- over,. . the foreign .l anguage - requirement ; for ;,a -vdegi'ee'h .. .,It is >of no
small notice that the majority ' of the
argument has vbeen .on .the side of the
abolish!onists. For this reason and
because we' -must' -hold' the 'ideals of
truth , and justice high in . our college,
I propose 'to 'she'd light- on the -other
side '' of the arguments,' ¦- . • ¦' ¦
Briefly- , -let us examine the factors
in.th e case. 1.:' Is the present system
in accord with the principles of Colby ? 2. Does - it' represent the best
interest of the students? 3.
Is it
working successfully? 4. Can it be
remedied or improved without abandoning the present system ? " 5. ' Are
there better substitutes?
Psychological . knowledge of learning 'reveals that individual ' differences
and background must be taken into
account when applying the yardstick
of learning. The University of Chicago has recognized this and adopted
a course of instruction whereby tho
student . is. given whatever time ho requires to complete his learning a subject and takes the examination when
he is prepared for it, The general
statement of our college says, /'Colby is, a . Christian college of. sound
academic principles and strongly democratic, • It is old. in tradition yot
young in spirit." Realizing, then,
that the purpose is to .render intelligent education according to up-todate . knowledge , it is natura l th at
Cj b lby shoul d ado p t the . achievement
theory of sotting requirements in tho
Host troublesome of liberal arts es.! ' ' ' .
sentials. "'.. . I . " ;
Fifteen per .cent, of students pass
this requirement. .when:, entering ..college.' These students have -io further,
'-•eciuiroment Jo .raeet in ,, foreign- language, ; Thoy are not hound by an in;
^iiS'tVc'.'-^blo ;' o'f-Vti.iii.i.^ia^drVcro 'di |>V-tiiicl
wlvy!'shwid;the^
? : E'ach
to, student
who is 'grflduate^rjs ^ounci; have attained the 'readin g, ixbilHy of foreign
language with ,'ohly. tho' riiiniinum of
effort needed to attain
it. Nobody is
'
,i : '

graduated ' without adequate knowledge ' of the subject and the standard
:pf- ' the college is maintained in the
bargain which is an ultimate benefit
to the student.
. .. Evidence that it is successful is
seen in its retainment at Harvard ,
Yale, and most other prominent colleges of liberal arts. An argument
is brought up that some students must
spend time ori a subject which is distasteful and this spoils a good attitude
toward other studies, This does not
bear , weight, for students can not be
discouraged more by languages than
by such subjects as Organic Chemistry
or Statistics. Moreover few students
who are of college caliber have difficulty with the requirement.
Adjustment can be made in the
present system which would leave no
need for abandoning it, The majority
of complaint comes from students
who do not like the manner of examining for reading knowledge. The
present idea is that there is only one
possible . and correct translation for
•foreign sentences. This shortcoming
may bo remedied by adopting an examination like the college board of
entrance exams. These require only
"ah understanding of tho foreign sentence. Essentially, this is the purpose of most people in reading foreign language. Another argument is
that there is no History knowledge
exam. The answer is that tho college
is now considering that all Seniors
shall pass a comprehosive exam covering all subjects in the major field,
Finally, lot us look at some substitutes proposed. To drop foreign
language requirement defeats the purpose of the college in rendering a liberal arts' education- of high standard,
T o chan ge th e r eq uirement t o a two
year requirement would mean - that
som e students ¦would waste two years
i n an ' unnecessar y course , and others
would receive _i degree with out adequate Icnowlodge of liberal arts, May
wa n oyer degrade our college by reverting to an anachronism.
R. B. R„ '41.

NOTICE

Library Review

Iri.the hope of giving' fresh stimulus to the art of creative -writing in
A recent addition to,our vocational
colleges and '' of raising the general
guidan
.ee shelf of interest to- many is
collegiate standards in this art, the
My
Yo-ation, by Eminent Americans,
COLLEGIATE REVIEW , our inter.
. __
collegiate monthly, has set aside or wlaat eminent Americans think of
Dear Gladiator :
$200.00 to be awarded to the stu- their* callings. Selected and arranged
I have been reading Edwin Carey dent authors ' of the original' manu- by Earl G. Loekhart; 1938.
Whittemore's "The History of Colby scripts thought to be of the highest
The editor is professor of -vocationCollege," and I have come across literary merit by a group of judges al psychology in Drake University.
many allusions to collections .and selected from departments of Eng- He selected his 23 contributors by
works of art. which from time to time lish in our colleges. The fund will asking some 600 leaders in the varhave been donated to Colby College. he divided , with the first choice re- ious fields to designate the most emiOn further investigation I find that ceiving* $125, the second $50 and the nent American in each field. Thus
most of these are intact and are be- third $25.
about 25 lawyers were asked to elect
ing stored in a shed or storeroom in
-most eminent man and woman
the
from,
This contest is relatively free
back of Foss Hall.
lawyer.
The result was 23 essays.
restrictions and regulations. The
How
really
outstanding the contriAmong the collections are a group choice of subject and form is entirely
"
butors
really
are is indicated by the
of four bas-reliefs which were made optional. Entries, typed double-space
fact
that
business
was handled by the
by Hammatt Billings, the artist who and on one side of the paper only,
late
Edward
A.
Filene,
j ournalism by
designed the monument at Plymouth must be in our offices by December 1,
William
Allen
White
law
by John W.
,
Rock . There is also the Lovejoy book 1938. Because of difficulties inDavis
and
Florence
E.
Allen,
librarcase, presented at the centennial volved in allowing students now in
ianship
by
Arthur
E. Bostwick, mediwhich is now out of sight in the li- college but who will be graduated in
bra r ia n's office.
the Fall to enter the contest, all stu- cine by Charles H. Mayo, teaching by
It seems quite evident that these dents planning to participate are ask- John Dewey.
works of art will be assigned promi- ed to drop a card to our office s sig-nent place "on the Hill" but what nifying their intentions and mentionabout the students and guests of the ing their college and year.
For further information see your
college today. How can they be falocal
agent, Philip J. Seavey, Colby
miliar with these masterpieces? Space
is perhaps the chief obstacle in plac- Branch "Manager , at the Lambda Chi
ing most of them in view. , However, Alpha House. Or address : Contest
The fourth annual Julius Levine,
the old proverb says, "Where there's Editor , -caf e The COLLEGIATE REExtemporaneous
Prize Speaking conVIEW , "950 Main . Street, Worcester,
a will there's a way."
test
is
scheduled
to be held at . 8
.
It is my contention that no place is Mass.
o'clock on Thursday evening, May 19.
too good to exhibit these works. . I
The preliminary speaking, open to ail
ELECTION OF COURSES FOR
believe that each one should be carestudents of the college will be held
1938-1939
fully looked' over by the college offion Tuesday afternoon , 1.30 o'clock,
cials and lovers of art. The most de- To All Students:
May
17. Ten students will be se"I n the spring Freshmen , Sophor
sirable and interesting; should be
lected to compete for the prizes totalmores , and Juniors must elect courses
placed in Memorial Hall. . • • •
'
ling $100.
r
A member of the Public for the following year. Fail ure to
The general subject has been anelect courses at this time will cause
Speaking Class.
nounced as "Our College," and all
the student conside rable inconventopics drawn one hour before the preience , including a fine of two dollars
liminary speaking will relate to the
Dear Gladiator :
before any subsequent election will
" subject. The same general
general
Despite the huge amount of bull he permitted. "
subject will be used for the final conslung around about this campus by
The election per iod
tins year is
test,
and drawings will be made at
'
both the students and the faculty from May 9 to May 21 , inclusive . Stu3:45
o'clock
on the afternoon of May
(yeah, we have been a little disillu- dents should obtai n catalogs and elec" '
"
19.
.
sioned by discovering that the stu- tion cards at the Reg istrar 's Office beIn judging for both preliminary
dents aren't the only ones who think fore meeting their advisers. * Courses
and
.. final speaking, the judges will
they know it all)' we still 'feel there should he elected after serious ' delibrank
on. ' (1) excellence of diction,
is a vast field -oil fascinating'' .chunks, eration , and with - the adviser 's-appro (2)
excellence
of Organization of maof lores and knowledge to be acquired val beca use the elections ar e for the
terial,
(3)
excellence
oi material
at college. But—and it is, only since entire academic year of 1938-1939.
used.
Contestants
will
not
be allowed
we arrived in college we realized the "With the approval of the adviser and
the
use
of
notes
opportunities open to crabbers, hence, on payment to the Registrar of a fee
to progress—there is one thing defi- of one dollar per change , voluntary
nitely detrimental to learning at Col- changes in a student 's program may
by. The library system is that detri- be made on a registration day and
ment.
during the following week; involun(Continued from page 1)
Agreed that the library system is, tary chang es may be made without
penalty.
"
in keeping with this age of science,
recently
Donna
deRochemont ,
scientific , nevertheless it has one To the F reshmen and Other New Stu- elected president of the Y. W. C. A.,
dents;
grave failing; there is too much red
left Friday for the Presidents' Cruise
Notify your Dean before May 2
tape involved in getting permission
to New York where she will attend a
to browse around in the stacks. Sure , what your "major" will be so that Training Conference. Miss deRocheanyone can use the card catalogue, adviser 's records may be prepared be- mont was accompanied by Mrs. Finch .
but that does not offer half the fun fore the election period commences .
On Sunday, May first, there was
of wandering . around , looking into
Open House at the Alumnae Building
* Advisers ' office
hou rs
will be after Forum meeting. Arlene Bamtables of content carefull y or scanning a book hastily , to see if ..it fits posted at the departmental offices or her was in charge of preparations,
one's mood , or of coming upon , a on the bulleti n board at "N o. 26 Che m- and after an e.vening of games, remusty volume that contains within it ical Hall.
freshments were served.
the expression of a past decade or
Elm er C. Warren ,
Last Thursday the freshmen held
event. In other words, the library
a
discussion group in the Alumnae
R egistrar .
system is too impersonal. And there
Building on the topic of Race Relaare several of us who would use the
tions.
college library in preference' to the
Tuesday the Y. W. C. A. held its
town library as we do now, if we
annual installation and banquet at
could be allowed freely among the
Foss Hall , Donna deRochemont was
stacks of the , college library—and ,
chairman of tho committee in char-gc
then , just think, the circulation of
of plans, The guest speaker was Mrs.
non-compulsory reading done would
Kay Laughton , formerly of Colby, Gordon Smith, and Marian Crawford
, . ¦ .
jump !
.
,
was here this week-end to attend the was toastmistress.
r
Radically yours,
Plii Beta Kappa initiation and banThe meeting of the Maine Student
, May-Boll,
quet,
Christian Movement will 'be held at
Those who spent Saturday and Sun- the Bailey Homestead in Winthrop on
day out of town were Ada Ymecouv , Saturday and Sunday. As yet no repJean Bridges, Bnbs Walden , ancl Peg resentatives from Colby havo been
Johnson.
chosen.

Levine Speaking
Contest May 19

"Y» NEWS

Campus Per sonals

Halloweli Contest To
Be Held On May 16

The following men havo been selected to participate in the 20th annual Hallowell Prize Speaking contest to be held on Monday evening,
May 10: Kenneth R. Bickford , '38,
Robert V. Ganders, '89, Frank P.
Farnham , '40 , Nnthanao l M. Guptill ,
'39, Charles A. MacGrogor , '88,
Ernest C, Marr iner, Jr., '40, Wilson
C. Piper , '39,, Jam es W. Salisbury,
MO , Ed-win H. Shuman, '38, Alf red
N. Timborlako , '40, Lo o n Tobin , '40.
Tho prizes aggregate-$ 100, and aro
given in memory of F, M. Hallowell ,
of the class of 1877. The general
theme to bo tr eated is "Edu cation in
a Democracy. "

Northeastern University
School of Law
Undergraduate Curriculum
Leading to LL.B. Degree

Evening Program...four years
, Day Program.. .three years
Admission Requirement: a minimum of two years of college work
A limited num ber of scholarships available to college graduates

Graduate Curriculum

Leading to LL.M. Degree
Two-year Evening program open to
graduates of approved Law Schools
316 Huntington

Avenue , Boston , Massachusett s
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-—Quiet week-end everywhere. No in a Rumble "Seat? Naughty Naughty
one was seen out of place only for a —Dick Dow and Gus Garcelon evifew exceptions. Lambda Chi's held a dently the only fisherman in the
Dance at their house' which was en- bunch that went up to Lake Moxie.
joyed by all—"Sheriff" Dick Holmes Only two trout caught and they got
was in full charge—Door prize was them—'Tis rumored ' that Miss Pattaken by "Blondy" Higgins, who by tee got an engagement ring the other
the way accompanied "Bamboo" Nel- day from sunny Italy.
son—Ken Holbrook and Eyy Gates
Landon Affair: Piper was elected
were going nice—"Rubber Gloves" official custodian of some potatoes
Gleason and Marge Bragg—Henderson which Governor Barrows was sending
holding her in the corners—Cap 't Bus to Governor Alf Landon.' Piper got
_3rown tacking to windward with the them as far as Kansas with no trouble.
aid of Marion MeArdle—Prexy Wade Our - brave Golby men stalked into
Hooker and Virginia Swallow—Eus- Alf Landon's office but he was not
sel Birtwhistle and Vi Hamilton came there. Piper still carried the potatoes
in a little late , 10:30 to be exact-— when all of a sudden there was no
Gregory and Mary making their four bottom in the box. Next thing anyrounds to every one elses' one—G. body knew he was on his knees pickEtta Mutt in full glory with Miss ing up potatoes, and the office girl
Nourse—"Goon " Anthony and Jane said afterward that she thought PiMontgomery one of the best matched per's nose was one of these traffic
couples.
signals, it was so red.
Grassing: In a recent publication,
Track team went to Vermont and
it
stated that the grassing season offrom what the fellows say, a grand
time was had by all—"Ducky " Pond ficially opened May 1st but that is
and Cy Perkins .chaperoned the boys incorrect. From very reliable sources.
—Sat . A. M. just before the race Don Spence Winsor and Babs Walden have
Gardner got a telegram from his' love, been seen as much as -two weeks ago
Oh for a girl like Phyl—For some un- inaugurating the season—Paul Merknown reason there was a great sur- rick is tearing about the article by
plus of women in town. The f ellows Julie Haskell in the White Mule. He
say that a girl could he picked up says he is a lot more of a man's man
anywhere—Big dance held at the than her man is. "Flat Head" Chupas
Girls' Gym which the boys attended riled about something. What is it
almost in a body—Kittredge had a "Prince?"—Saw somebody lubricatcute little girl in Waterbury waiting ing in the libe the other nite. That
for him—Guess that home girls are sure is no palce for that. Should
the best for almost all the team, was think that they would be ashamed—
John Coolidge got a new car the other
at Foss Hall Sunday Night.
Thither and Yon: Women at Foss day. He was mad because it was a
Hall thought that Cal Butler was Buick and not a Packard and so sulkYokel Turner from some Photo- ed all day. Says he won't graduate
graphs that were running around— until he gets a Packard. Isn't that too
In another set of Photographs there bad?—
Ramblings: Roger St-sbbms doing a
was no mistaking Mae Stevens—Conbit
of osculating the other nite with
fame
(She
sings
WLBZ
nie Peakes of
two
spectators. Learned a lot they
wife)
saw
His
with the Pastor and
, Wh,_n is the next time, Roger,
""Wife
walking
say.
"Scoop " Ciechon and
"
else wants a
somebody
maybe
Road.
What
was
down the Sidney
one—
few
lessons
rolled
into
Miss Peakes doing on the Sidney Road

Joyce . Perry and Bill Otto are
seen quite constantly lately—Sat.
Nite and in the libe Monday nite. Another one of the famous FreshmanSenior couples—Billie Fait and Ray
Burbank seen going out of Foss Hall
Sat. Nite—Al Beerbaum called for
Martha Bessom at Foss Hall and received a shocking reply and no date.
Al had tried to use a bit of masculine
dominance and force on the phone,
and so got what was coming to him.
You can't force them, Al—Seems
that Larry Dwyer knows something
of interest about Hannah Putnam.
Won't you tell us Larry ?—A recent
visitor happened to be at Foss Hall at
Ten P. M. The bell rang and from all
sorts of corners came couples tearing
to get to the door. Just like a bunch
of rabbits- diving for a hole, he described it. Funny how little cover it
takes to completely hide a couple—
"Bottle A." Seayey spent a quiet
week-end, what was the trouble,
"Poop-deck?"
Solong, . "
THE NEW SCHEMES

Cast Ansiounccd For
Commencement Play
At last the cast for the Commencement play, Three-Cornered Moon has
been announced. Coached by Professor Cecil Rollins, it is sure-to be as
successful, if not more so, than all
previous productions. A large-group
of applicants were present at the tryouts from which the following were
chosen to fill the ' roles' :
__ .
Mrs. Rumplegar
Elizabeth Fitzgerald
Douglas Rumplegar--John Pendleton
Kenneth Rumplegar
Lawrence Dwyer
Elizabeth Rumplegar ___
Elizabeth Newell
Vincent Chupas
Ed Rumplegar
Jenny
Diana Wiesanthal
Donald
Walter Rideout
Dr. Stevens ._ ._ --Bern ard Burbank
Kitty
Barbara Skehan

-:- Find The -:*%* Murderer ->
By Tom Brenner

Having had nothing: else to do all
year but a lot of work, I often read
a detective novel; Not the same one,
of course. That would be stupid of
me. But perhaps not so stupid as
reading different ones, at that.
. After being initiated into the readThose "green pastures" of busi- graduate in character, attuned to
ing of the detective novel,-1 met a
ness success lie straight ahead the college woman's needs and
good many people who, for years, had
for graduates oi Fairfield School! desires. In addition to secredone nothing hut point accusing finToday's employers are, it is tarial and business subjects,
gers
at phantom killers. Unless your
true, increasingly selective in eleotives which prepare for speeyes
have wandered and can't be
their hiring of secretaries, but cialized fields are available,
coaxed back, yon can see them any
the college woman with a supeWhen planning your business
day, either in the most, comfortable
rior, graduate-type secretarial career remember that top posichairs of the house, reading, or lurktraining remains their first choice lions require top training . ¦.
ing around book-shops eagerly awaitfor responsible positions. Fair- Fairfiel d„trai_iing. New term being the next shipment of printed horfiefd's curriculum is definitely gins Sept. 19. Write for. catalog.
ror.
MARJORIE A. LANDON , Direct or
I soon learned that detective novel
readers are grouped into three
classes : first , those who rush pell-mell
111 1J J _L| D U u l l U U l l B O S T O N , M A S S .
thr ou gh the book , trying not to detect an y cl ues that mi ght antic limax
a good , hearty shock in the final chapter; second , those who read carefully,
treating each printed -word as a hot
clue; and third, those -who read haphazardly, kn owing all tho time the
murderer is the least suspected character.
Let me focus on this third group.
CHAMPLIN
HALL
12
Show
any member of this group a sick,
ROOM
gray-hairod old lady, an d ho will show
you a murderess, sick and gray-haired, perhaps, but one that has stren gth
enough to force and enter a second
story window after which she capers
around in tho dark , shooting everybody. Point out to them a kindly old
man who dandles babies, and thoy will
hand
over a fi<md who spends tho time
S
A
gOOD
'
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$
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FOR COLLEGE WOMEN

¦.' RESOLUTIONS > \
•from twelve, midnight, to four in the
morning outlining and committing the
Whereas, it has pleased God in His
most horrible of crimes," crimes capable of making the flesh of even the infinite wisdom to remove from this
most hardened reader crawl delight- life -fche brother of our beloved sister,
edly.
Constance Knickerbocker, be it
"All you have to do," they say, "is
Resolved, that we the members of
pick out the most innocent character ,
the
Alpha Upsilon Chapter of Delta
and you have your murderer !" They
are so positive that I often wonder Delta Delta , extend to the bereaved
they haven'fsuspeeted me, kindly as family our heartfelt sympathy, and be
I am.
it further
So persuasive were they in their
Resolved, that a copy of these resoai'guments, I f ell in with them. After
lutions
be placed on the records of
reading a week, I had apprehended
no less than twenty murderers, all our Chapter, and that a -copy be sent
good, admirable folk, but undoubted- to the Colby ECHO for publication.
ly killers. While tracking them down
Marjorie Towle, Pres.,
I let nothing, swerve me fr om grim
Elizabeth McLeod, Secy.
purpose. No child-like smile, no good
deed performed, no kind word.uttered deceived me. "What deceit!" I
would cry at them when they had
done something particularly noble. I
stalked them relentlessly.
And then, suddenly, I found I had
been mistaken. They were not the
Golf Schedule—1938
criminals. Not the real criminals.
The real criminal in each case, true May 4—Bowdojn
at Brunswick
to my formula, was the least suspect- May 11—University of Maine at Orono
«
ed character. You guessed it—the May 13—Bowdoin at Waterville
detective ! When I saw the light I May 21—Universi ty of Maine at Waterville
May 23-2 .--State Meet at "Waterville
quickly said : "Turn it off , you fools!"
Coach—E. :W. MILLETT
Then I went on to reason that, of
Captain . GARDNER GREG ORY
course, the detective was the real
criminal. Who pretended he had solved the , crime? The detective. Who
Tennis Schedule—1938
strode through thousands of .pages ,
unhurt? The detective, who entered
May 4—Bowdoin at Brunswick
dank old passageways, knowing all May 7—Bates at Lewiston
the time there was something in there May 11—University • of Maine at ! Orono
May 13-r-Bo-w_oiTv at .Waterville
besides darkness? And who escaped May 21—University of Maine at Waterville
unscathed, while hundreds of the rest May 23-24—State Meet at Bates
of us were literally mowed down by
Coach , G. F. L.OEBS
Co-Captains,
unseen bullets and poisoned arrows?
The detective, kiddies. The sly de- ^ ROBERT FROST. JOSEPH ANTAN
tective, after having committed the
crime, had only to pin the guilt on
SCHOOL OF NURSING
someone else by page three hundred
OF YALE UNIVERSITY
and go off , scot free, to another pubA Profession for the College/
lishing house, there to entangle some
Woman
melee.
other innocent in a bloody
The .t h i r t y-two months*
If , however, the novel has no decourse, providing an intensive
tective, all of them having gone out
and basic experience in the varof town to cool off , I change my tacious branches of nursing, leads
fco the degree of
tics. "Who is the most innocent
party?" I ask myself, realizing all
MA STER OF NURSING
the - time it is rather silly to ask myA Bachelor's degree in arts,
self—-for I know all the time. The
science or philosophy from a
most innocent party, I know, is hot
college of approved standing is
the sick old lady, not the babyrequired for admission.
dandling uncle, but the author himFor catalog ue and information
self !He has actually written the book
address
as an alibi! "I was writing this book,
The Dean
when it happened," he is prepared to
Tale School of Nur sing
explain to the police. He was not!
New Haven, Connecticut
and
I
can
killing
people,
He was out
¦. orove it!
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Complete Line Fraternity Stati onery
50 Envelo pes
60 Sheets
Ninety Five Cents
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SHOP

"Sa y It With Flowers "

WHEN YOU THINK OF FLOWERS THINK OF

MITCHE LL'S

WHEN YOU THINK OF MITCHELL THINK OF

FLOWER S

Telephone 467-W

We are always at your service
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Colb y Golf And
Tennis Schedule
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Continuous from 1.30 P. M.

Door. Open, at 1.00—B.30 P. M.

WE D.-THURS.-FRI.
Hollywood's New
Romantic Team !

I

-r—-- WED.-THURS.

2 Big Hit*
Errbl Flynn
Joan Blondell
in
"THE PERFECT SPECIMEN"
2nd Hit!
"ALCATI-AZ ISLAND"
John Li.el
Ann Sheridan

MOVITA

and JOHN CARROLL
in
"ROSE OF THE
RIO GRANDE"
2nd Feature
,

—> FRI. .SAT.

"MAID'S NIGHT OUT"
with JOAN FOUNTAINE

Continuous from 1.30 P. M.,
2 BIG ACTION HITS
BOB STEELE in
"LAST OF THE "WARRENS"

START S SATURDAY
BEAUTIFUL . . . . .
DANGEROU S . . . .
Hor kisses meant the doom of
armies
Madeleine

Carroll

.

2nd Hit !
JACK HOLT in
"MAKING THE
HEADLINES"
Plus "Lone Ranger" Serial
MON.-TUES.

Herbert

Double Feature Program !
"ARSENE LUPIN RETURN S"
Molvyn Douglas, Virginia Bruce
2nd Biff Hi t)
"THE JONES FAMILY"
in
'
"LOVE ON A BUDGET"
Thrift Mat. Tues. AU Seats 10c

Marshall
in

"I WAS
A SPY

with Conrad , Voidt

EXTRA
3 STOOG E S COMEDY

197 MAIN STREET

/
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EVERY MON. & WED. NITE
, PLAY SCREENO
FREE CASH PRIZE S
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WATER VILLE STEAM LAUNDRY

"SHIRTS DONE AS MEN &KE THEM"
'
145 Main Street'
, -. . .. . : , ,
Telephone l4B
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should be critical enough to see ative answer; Voltaire . said : "No graduate member. As his speech was
Grace Frost Spaks
through £he plans of the instigators Frenchman is safe from evils until cryptic and to the point, we have his
this propagand a, that it should we learn tlie art of distinguishing permission to print it here nearly in
^
On Child Delinquency of.
spread the truth so as to help insure truth from falsehood." Dean War- its entirety.

Tells Forum About Work Of
New England Home For
Little Wanderers

the bright future of our democracy.

ren's conviction is that "Mankind
needs the scholar who thinks clearly,
who -knows the right methods for . the
world, who dispels 'fear, , who sees
what is needed , who can show others
how to see for themselves. We need
men who have a passion for knowing
facts."

DEAN WARREN
(Continued from page 1)
tion as there are people who are
ignorant of the" subject, said the
speaker. Among these are the scornMrs. Grace Frost of the Waterville ful critics, who scoffs at the scholar ;
branch of the New England Home, for the view of . those who question the
desirability of scholarship ; and even
PHI BEENA
Little Wanderers told Forum-goers of the idea shared by many that scholars
(Continued from page 1)
the Congregational church Sunday as such do not even exist.
night of several interesting cases of
The characteristics of a scholar are minute divisions of learning, either in
organdelinquent children which her
four in number. First, he has the languages preferably dead , or sciences
ization has recently handled. She ex- power to see more in what he is look- mostly , abstruse. She quoted Mark
plained the work , of . the. organization, ing at than the unscholarly person. Twain's remark that "soap and edusaying that it is the only one in Maine Secondly, he has the power to pene- cation , while not as sudden, are, in
which works with psychiatrists. Her trate what he sees. Third , he has the long run, more deadly than masstories of various children, some of clear thoughts of things as they real- sacre," and observed that he would
them local young people, who have to ly are, not as they seem to be. Final- have highly approved of Phi Beena
come to the Home for Little Wander- ly, he guards carefully against mak- Krabba. "There is more to education
ers for help with mental problems ing false assertions and scrupulously than college ; more to collage than
were told with informality which watches . all the assertions he has to classes; and more to classes than
notes," she stated. "The Phi Beens
made them the more interesting to make.
I
have
discovered this, and are perpetuher audience.
The scholar is not an abstraction.
ating
this spirit in the . gentleman
Mrs. Frost stated that delinquency Being a scholar may, in a sense, be
" Miss Wakefield ended by
scholar.
is growing, and that requisites for compared with being a good sport. An
"While there's humor
remarking,
combating it consist <oi recognition of aviator or a business man may be a
hope.
"
there's
the first signs of deviation from the good sport as well as an aviator or a
The keynote song of the evening
normal, and iri such aids as child guid- business man. Likewise he may be a
"We're The Flops," sung rauwas
scholar.
To
be
a
scholar
is
an
ideal
ance clinics and trained social workcously
and with feeling by all. The
for
which
some
men
strive.
A
scholar
ers.
differs only in degree from a-scholar- second verse is included here : •
We get B's
ly man.
BRECKENRIDGE
After this explanation of what the And we get cut warnings:
scholar is, the speaker went on to Like gold keys
(Continued from page 1) ;::
describe the scholar's place in the Less than sleep in mornings ;
accept or reject problems without a practical interests of mankind. He We eat late at Parks,
careful consideration. In order to showed how only a few high scholars Say "to hell with marks." We guys
judge these problems of propaganda could do more harm than good by us- With our Phi Been Plan for mouse
correctly we : must recognize our ing their scholarship for evil means,
and man can sweep the skies.
prejudices, :know the source"' of the and thereby proved that widespread We're the blokes
propaganda, and know the common low scholarship in the ordinary man That memorize New Yorkers;
These de- is the goal to be desired. A scholar's We know jokes
devices of propaganda.
vices consist of such things as the use knowledge is straight and real, no That we think are corkers.
of generalities, misleading statements; matter how much of it there is. You may be a lord , you may drive a
name-calling, and baiid-wagon de- "Scholars are not born , but made."
Cord, but man,
vices.
Dean Warren's final question was You have missed your calling
In closing ' Professor Breckenridge "Is scholarship important for the in- Your dull life's appalling
declared that the educated public dividual?" and from his speech we Unless you've also ran.
Thomas X. Brenner was the undershould always be on the alert and could not have differed in our affirm-
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' ...real pleasure... carefree pleasure!
You enj oy it in Chesterfield' s refreshirig mildness and better taste ... .that
"extra something" that makes you
stick to Chesterfields;

> ' Chesterf ields are made of the world's best
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"Thank you for your cheers. I
know it is not for me that you are
cheering, but rather what I stand for.
And what do I stand for? I stand for
babyhood ; for motherhood; for Red
Riding Hood. No one else would. Upstairs people are reclining on couches,
eating grapes, and reciting poetry to
each other, while dictators are doing
what they're doing—and everything
like that. So I thank-you again for
your cheers, and again I say that I
realize it is not me but what I stand
for that you are cheering. I stand
for democracy, for fraternity, for
sorority—but most of all I. stand for
that which is nearest to the hearts of
all of us. I stand for the flag!"

The initation itself was a strange
ancl wonderful ritual—an open book
ritual—at which all interested bystanders interestedly stood by. To
the rhythm of "A's would be a lousy
rank , were there nothing else but
A's," the charter members, Martha
Bessom, Julie Haskell, Sigrid Tomp- 53 Main Street , Wate rville
kins, and Martha Wakefield, donned
black robes and hcods and stood
threateningly before the awed initiAliens If rug Store
ates. At.her name, each initiate rose
and heard a list of qualifications mak- PRESCRIPTIONS OUR BUSINESS
ing her eligible to Phi Beena Krabba.
Telephone 58
These consisted entirely of offices run
for and not made—also courses drop- 118 Main Street
Waterville, Me.
ped , with reasons. This done, they
received the fraternal kiss and the Phi
Been pin , a bumble-"B", symbol of
being stung. Then came the vow
chant, of which four lines are here
published :

Caron 's
Barber Shop

JI JlCofl fccti oneers

"I'll sass my prof

Tel. 207
Savings Bank Building, Waterville, Me
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I'll chew my gum
Take week-ends off
Cut chapel some."
The public might reasonably expect
that academic censor might fall upon
this group. From reliable sources,
however , the ECHO has it that far
from being in the poor estimation of
its faculty, Phi Beena Krabba basks
in the 'light of professonial approval.
Among the candidates for Phi
Beena Krabba , the following were
granted admittance : Marion Ethel
Dugdale, Edith Wilhelmine Fait , Margaret Evelyn Higgins,- Janet Eliza
Lowell, Jane Douglass Montgomery,
Alice Maude Mulligan , Elizabeth
Freeman Newell, Joyce Margaret
Perry, Anna Abbott Stobie, Katharine
Bates Watson , and Louise Merriam,
Weeks. The honorary members elected were Thomas X. Brenner and
Harold Melvin Wolman.
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